
1. Party with Monty Python and the Rolling Stones the night before filming a scene involving Platform 327,
multiple stars of this film did. Bang his head sixteen times against a gnarltree, another actor in this movie did;
pleased with the first fifteen shots of that scene, this film’s director was not. Bitten by a vine snake hidden in
his vehicle’s (*) S-foils, that actor was. Used as fearsome flying projectiles in this movie, a shoe and a potato were;
the odds 3,720 to 1 against those projectiles, one character in this film calculated. This movie that saw the first
appearance of a green Jedi known for his object-subject-verb language, name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Star Wars: Episode V - The Empire Strikes Back [accept any answer indicating the fifth Star Wars
movie; prompt on Star Wars]

2. State that “it’s important to build trust” shortly before reassuring another person that “no one’s looking at
the hedges,” this man does. Portrayed by Bill Glass and inspired by Jeff Charney’s discovery of introjection,
this character was. How to properly pronounce the word (*) quinoa, this man taught others. “The answer is no,”
this man responded after support for the necessity of “live, laugh, love” signs, his patients proclaimed. This
“Parenta-Life Coach” who stops homeowners from turning into their parents by selling them Progressive insurance,
name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Parenta-Life Coach Dr. Rick

3. Split his pants while falling down, one character in this movie does after being shot. Respond “well, he’s
killing everyone,” another character in this move does when asked how he knows who is attacking. Both an
aspiring DJ killed in this film’s opening scene and the protagonist who kills him, Vegas Tripp voices. At
precisely 2:43 am, begin, that opening scene does; the aforementioned protagonist killing gangsters partying
in a warehouse because their (*) music prevented him from sleeping, it involves. The protagonist killing a Shadow
Agency assassin with one of his trademark gold bullets, the last of this movie’s many fight scenes shows. Take Jeff
Lew five years to write, produce, and direct, this film did. This animated action film about a namesake “Killer”
anthropomorphic coffee bean, name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Killer Bean Forever [prompt on Killer Bean]

4. Certain events that occur to people in this place never happened “at my old school,” one character
frequently mentions while in this place. Riders of this vehicle might “spank a plankton too,” one song about
this vehicle notes; warn listeners that they (*) “might get baked into a pie,” that Little Richard song does.
“Programmed,” this vehicle gets; “stars,” this vehicle “sees;” “top,” this vehicle “blows;” episodes of a namesake
TV series starring Lily Tomlin as an eccentric Walkerville Elementary School teacher, those actions are from. This
apparently-sentient automobile that Ms. Frizzle uses to take her students on unconventional field trips, name for 10
points.
ANSWER: theMagic School Bus

5. “Relax and enjoy the view of our idyllic community,” visitors to this location in one game are instructed. A
card allowing them to bypass a common game mechanic, visitors to this location acquire in another version of
that game; better-known for allowing players to build skyscrapers, that version is. The (*) “Socialist” and
“City” editions, those versions of the game containing this location are. Fines and fees paid by other players, visitors
to this space may claim under a popular house rule. This corner space diagonally opposite to Go on a Monopoly
board, name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Free Parking



6. “My ox is broken! This is bullshit!” one contestant on this show famously exclaimed while attempting to
steer a plow around a muddy field. Blasted on the internet for refusing to shave her hair because she had
$500 extensions, another contestant on this show was. Perform (*) Switchbacks modeled after tasks from
previous seasons and Speed Bumps after finishing last in the previous leg, competitors on this show do. Former NFL
coach Rex Ryan, the most recent season of this show featured; countries like Jordan and Iceland, that season of this
show visited. This CBS reality show about teams of two racing around the world for a million dollars, name for 10
points.
ANSWER: The Amazing Race

7. “If you see phylum, you also have to shed the rose-colored glasses and see class,” a New York Magazine
article claimed in response to a controversy about this character. Dance to House of Pain’s “Jump Around,”
this character does in one viral video; accidentally push his (*) boombox off a roof, he does. Call this character
“pesky,” Vince Vaughn did in another viral video; “OH YEAH?!” this character replies. This character falling off a
roof, one viral clip of Conan O’Brien’s Faces of Death parody shows. This Muppets character featured drinking tea
in the meme “But That’s None of My Business,” name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Kermit the frog

8. The rank Life Master with the American Contract Bridge League, this individual was allegedly awarded
after he was seen scolding his “faithful mechanics” for playing the game while he was in flight. “You can tell
I’m returning (*) because I’m facing the other way,” this individual stated during his return voyage from a
successful moon landing. A bird playable in some levels of a video game titled for this character’s conflict with
Manfred von Richthofen, this dog’s closest friend is. This fictional beagle that first appeared in a 1951 Peanuts strip,
name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Snoopy [accept theWorld War I Flying Ace or Joe Cool or theMasked Marvel or the Easter Beagle
or theWorld Famous Attorney or theWorld Famous Grocery Clerk or Blackjack Snoopy or theWorld Famous
Riverboat Gambler or theWorld Famous Census Taker; prompt on Head Beagle]

9. A segment of his sketch comedy series Loiter Squad, artist and musician Tyler, the Creator dedicated to this
word in 2012. In 2018, this word, Elon Musk used to describe painting stations in Tesla factories when they
were painting cars red. Derived from a namesake British law, this word is; used by (*) the police to detain
people suspected of violating the Vagrancy Act of 1824, that law was. Responsible for the first two uses of this word
in the Purdue Quiz Bowl Discord server, John Petrovich was; overtook him by saying this word four times in five
weeks, Bailey Runyan soon did. This word, the source of a namesake emoji frequently spam-reacted to Purdue Quiz
Bowl officer announcements, name for 10 points.
ANSWER: sus [do not accept or prompt on “suspicious”]

10.With Lahru, Pra-Tre Veter, and Ry Ki-Sakka, this individual shared their highest rank. The example of a
frog jumping into a waterfall, this individual used to help Gella Nattai overcome her fears. Debated, the
amount of toes on each of this character’s (*) feet is; believed to be four, that number is: three at the front and one
in the back. Trained by this character, approximately 20,000 students were; an eventual traitor native to Serenno, one
of those students was. Establish communications with a colleague who had died 13 years earlier, this character did
while meditating in 19 BBY. This Jedi I am impersonating right now, name for 10 points.
ANSWER: Yoda


